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Towards Aix en Provence / Marseille 

 
Towards Monaco, Italy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You arrive by car : Motorway A8 from Aix en Provence. Escape 50, Promenade des Anglais. Drive along 

the entire promenade, along the seaside until you are obliged to turn left (drive around 8km along the seaside). Take the 

tunnel staying on the left and exit at Acropolis/Palais (2nd escape). Stay on the right and turn right at the traffic lights 

Follow the road to the roundabout. Take the 2nd exit, to find yourself on the Boulevard des Diables Bleus Go straight ahead 

in the direction of Monaco (Grande Corniche). You will go up the Bd Bischoffsheim. After 1 km, the hotel will be on the left. 

Motorway A8 From Italy, Monaco : Escape 55, « Nice Est ». Drive straight direction « Port, Pasteur CHU ». Then turn 

right « Direction Nice Centre » by the express road. Escape « Saint Roch » on your left. Follow direction « Riquier » 

(straight). Then after the traffic lights turn left Direction « Monaco Menton », then drive straight until the last traffic lights. 

Turn on your right, you are now on the big boulevard where the tram is running. Go straight and turn on your left (after the 

traffic lights) direction “Monaco, Grande Corniche” (Do not drive under the little bridge otherwise make a U-turn !)  Drive 

during 1 km along the Bischoffsheim Boulevard, the hotel is on your left. 

 

 You arrive by train : Taxi (around 25 €) or you can also come by yourself as follows:When you are at the 

Central train station (Nice city), take the TER (it’s another regional train – 3mn/2.10€) to Riquier Station /  

https://www.sncf-connect.com/en-en/ ). Then take the bus n° 84 (1,7€ - 5 mn) (Direction Baies des fourmis) / “Teiras” Stop in 
front of the hotel (time table: click here) 

Or you can also catch the tramway line 1 (Direction Hôpital Pasteur) / stop “St Jean d’Angély Université”. Then take the 

bus n° 84 (Direction Baies des fourmis) / “Teiras” Stop in front of the hotel. 
 

You arrive by plane : Taxi (around 35 €- 20mn – Uber around 30€). Or by yourself: Take the Tram line 2 to 

the port (1,7€) Then the bus N°7 to the stop : Grande Corniche using the same ticket. At least always with the same ticket, 

take the bus n° 84 (Direction Baies des fourmis)  to the “Teiras” Stop in front of the hotel. (the journey lasts around 45mn) 

 

 

 The times are given as a guide, and may vary depending on traffic.  

Warning!! On Sundays, bank holidays and after 7:30pm (everyday) buses are less 
frequent. Prefer to take a taxi from the airport and the train station to reach the hotel  

Since the 

1 July 2023 
public transport 

tickets are changing! 
 

 

Which title to buy? where 

and how to buy it? 

Follow this link: 

https://www.lignesdazur.co

m/en/assistant-tarifaire 

 

 

Using a €2 rechargeable 

card on your mobile with 

the app:  

«Azur Tickets lines» or 

rechargeable at tram stops. 
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